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The April 15th deadline for tax returns was extended for Federal returns until May 17th. Some states have been quick to extend their filing deadlines as well while others, including Arizona, have so far kept
their deadline at April 15th. Traditional IRA or Roth IRA contributions for 2020 must now be made by May 17, 2021. Employer made SEP-IRA contributions for 2020 can be completed as late as October 15,
2021 if tax return extensions are filed. Each of these IRA contributions has its own contribution and deductibility limits, so contact your tax advisor or SWA to assist you in determining your eligibility.
The SWA Team kindly requests that our advisory clients send us a full copy of their completed 2020 Federal and state income tax returns. We use your returns to monitor a number of items such as taxable
income, deductions, marginal and average income tax rates, capital loss carry forwards, net operating losses, taxable Social Security benefits and more.
Until April...
The SWA Team

Majority of Young Adults Living at Home
In 2020, a record number of 18- to 29-year-olds lived at home with their parents. In July, 52% of young adults
were living at home, surpassing the previous high of 48% recorded in 1940 at the end of the Great Depression.
This record return to the family home has been driven by the coronavirus pandemic and exacerbated by the
overall economic downturn, record-low housing inventory along with a shortage of affordable entry-level homes,
and high levels of student debt. The number of young adults living with their parents grew across the board for all
demographic groups and regions of the country.

Source: Pew Research Center, 2020
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Sequence Risk: Preparing to Retire in a Down Market
"You can't time the market" is an old maxim, but you
also might say, "You can't always time retirement."
Market losses on the front end of retirement could
have an outsize effect on the income you receive from
your portfolio by reducing the assets available to
pursue growth when the market recovers. The risk of
experiencing poor investment performance at the
wrong time is called sequence risk or
sequence-of-returns risk.

Dividing Your Portfolio
One strategy that may help address sequence risk is
to divide your retirement portfolio into three different
"baskets" that could provide current income,
regardless of market conditions, and growth potential
to fund future income. Although this method differs
from the well-known "4% rule," an annual income
target around 4% of your original portfolio value might
be a reasonable starting point, with adjustments based
on changing needs, inflation, and market returns.
Basket #1: Short term (1 to 3 years of income). This
basket holds stable liquid assets such as cash and
cash alternatives that could provide income for one to
three years. Having sufficient cash reserves might
enable you to avoid selling growth-oriented
investments during a down market.
Basket #2: Mid term (5 or more years of income).
This basket — equivalent to five or more years of your
needed income — holds mostly fixed-income securities,
such as intermediate- and longer-term bonds, that
have moderate growth potential with low or moderate
volatility. It might also include some lower-risk,
income-producing equities.

The income from this basket can flow directly into
Basket #1 to keep it replenished as the cash is used
for living expenses. If necessary during a down
market, some of the securities in this basket could be
sold to replenish Basket #1.
Basket #3: Long term (future income). This basket
is the growth engine of the portfolio and holds stocks
and other investments that are typically more volatile
but have higher long-term growth potential. Investment
gains from Basket #3 can replenish both of the other
baskets. In a typical 60/40 asset allocation, you might
put 60% of your portfolio in this basket and 40%
spread between the other two baskets. Your actual
percentages will depend on your risk tolerance, time
frame, and personal situation.
With the basket strategy, it's important to start shifting
assets before you retire, at least by establishing a
cash cushion in Basket #1. There is no guarantee that
putting your nest egg in three baskets will be more
successful in the long term than other methods of
drawing down your retirement savings. But it may help
you to better visualize your portfolio structure and feel
more confident about your ability to fund retirement
expenses during a volatile market.
All investments are subject to market fluctuation, risk,
and loss of principal. Asset allocation does not
guarantee a profit or protect against investment loss.
The principal value of cash alternatives may be subject
to market fluctuations, liquidity issues, and credit risk.
Bonds redeemed prior to maturity may be worth more
or less than their original cost. Investments seeking to
achieve higher yields also involve higher risk.

Early Losses
A significant market downturn during the first two years of retirement could make a big difference in the size of a portfolio
after 10 years, compared with having the same downturn at the end of the 10-year period. Both scenarios are based on the
same returns, but in reverse order.

Assumes a $40,000 withdrawal in Year 1, with subsequent annual withdrawals increased by an inflation factor of 2%. This hypothetical example of
mathematical principles is used for illustrative purposes only and does not represent the performance of any specific investment. Fees, expenses, and
taxes are not considered and would reduce the performance shown if they were included. Actual results will vary.
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Test Your Knowledge of College Financial Aid
Financial aid is essential for many families, even more
so now in light of COVID-19. How much do you know
about this important piece of the college financing
puzzle?

1. If my child attends a more expensive
college, we'll get more aid
Not necessarily. Colleges determine your expected
family contribution, or EFC, based on the income and
asset information you provide on the government's
financial aid form, the Free Application for Federal
Student Aid (FAFSA), and, where applicable, the
College Scholarship Service (CSS) Profile (a form
generally used by private colleges). Your EFC stays
the same no matter what college your child attends.
The difference between the cost of a particular college
and your EFC equals your child's financial need,
sometimes referred to as "demonstrated need." The
more expensive a college is, the greater your child's
financial need. But a greater financial need doesn't
automatically translate into a bigger financial aid
package. Colleges aren't required to meet 100% of
your child's financial need.
Tip: Due to their large endowments, many elite
colleges offer to meet 100% of demonstrated need,
and they may also replace federal student loan awards
with college grants in their aid packages. But not all
colleges are so generous. "Percentage of need met" is
a data point you can easily research for any college.
This year, though, some colleges that are facing lower
revenues due to the pandemic may need to adjust
their financial aid guidelines and set higher thresholds
for their aid awards.

requests this year, so inquire early and be proactive to
help ensure that your request doesn't get lost in the
shuffle.

3. My child won't qualify for aid because
we make too much money
Not necessarily. While it's true that parent income is
the main factor in determining aid eligibility, it's not the
only factor. The number of children you'll have in
college at the same time is a significant factor; for
example, having two children in college will cut your
EFC in half. Your assets, overall family size, and age
of the older parent also factor into the equation.
Tip: Even if you think your child won't qualify for aid,
there are still two reasons to consider submitting the
FAFSA. First, all students, regardless of family
income, who attend school at least half-time are
eligible for unsubsidized federal Direct Loans, and the
FAFSA is a prerequisite for these loans.
("Unsubsidized" means the student pays the interest
that accrues during college, the grace period, and any
loan deferment periods.) So if you want your child to
have some "skin in the game" by taking on a small
student loan, you'll need to submit the FAFSA.
Second, the FAFSA is always a prerequisite for
college need-based aid and is sometimes a
prerequisite for college merit-based aid, so it's usually
a good idea to submit this form to maximize your
child's eligibility for both.

2. I lost my job after submitting aid forms,
but there's nothing I can do now
Not true. Generally, if your financial circumstances
change significantly after you file the FAFSA (or the
CSS Profile) and you can support this change with
documentation, you can ask the financial aid counselor
at your child's school to revisit your aid package; the
financial aid office has the authority to make
adjustments if there have been material changes to
your family's income or assets.

4. We own our home, so my child won't
qualify for aid

Amid the pandemic, annual income projections for
some families may now look very different than they
did two years ago based on "prior-prior year" income
(see graphic). Families who have lost jobs or received
cuts in income may qualify for more aid than the
FAFSA first calculated.

It depends on the source of aid. The FAFSA does not
take home equity into account when determining a
family's expected family contribution, so owning your
home won't affect your child's eligibility for aid. The
FAFSA also excludes the value of retirement
accounts, cash-value life insurance, and annuities.

Tip: Parents should first check the school's financial
aid website for instructions on how to proceed. An
initial email is usually appropriate to create a record of
correspondence, followed by documentation and likely
additional communication. Keep in mind that financial
aid offices are likely to be inundated with such

Tip: The CSS Profile does collect home equity and
vacation home information, and some colleges may
use it when distributing their own institutional
need-based aid.
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Umbrella Insurance Offers Extra Liability Coverage
Accidents can happen, no matter how careful you are.
Even if you make every effort to help ensure that your
house and the surrounding area are safe for visitors,
rain, snow, or ice can cause slippery stairs and
walkways. You might face an increased risk of having
a liability claim filed against you if you have a dog, a
swimming pool, a trampoline, employ workers in your
home, or own a rental property. Or you could be held
responsible for a serious auto accident — a special
concern if you have a teenage driver.
American society is litigious, and some legal
judgments seem excessive. Standard homeowners
and auto insurance policies generally cover personal
liability, but you may not have enough coverage to
protect your income and assets in the event of a
high-dollar judgment. That's when umbrella insurance
could be a big help, providing additional coverage, up
to policy limits.
On top of the liability coverage amount, an umbrella
policy may help pay legal expenses and compensation
for time off from work to defend yourself in court. It
might also cover situations not included in standard
homeowners policies, such as libel, slander, invasion
of privacy, and defamation of character.
Umbrella insurance is not just for wealthy households;
it is also appropriate for middle-income families with
substantial home equity, retirement savings, and
current and future income that could be used to satisfy

a large jury award. (Home equity might be protected,
at least in part, by state law. Qualified retirement plan
assets may have some protection from creditors under
federal and/or state law, depending on the plan and
jurisdiction, but you would still be liable for any
judgments.)

Although coverage and costs vary by insurer, you can
typically obtain $1 million in coverage for $300 or less
per year; higher coverage amounts can be even more
cost-effective. Before adding umbrella insurance,
however, you generally must purchase a certain
amount of liability coverage on your homeowners and
auto policies (typically $300,000 and $250,000,
respectively), which serve as a deductible for the
umbrella policy.1
Your insurer can help you determine how much
current liability protection you have, and how much
more you can purchase. It might be helpful to consider
your assets, potential exposure, and what you
consider to be an acceptable risk.
1) Insurance Information Institute, 2020

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
The information presented here is not specific to any individual's personal circumstances.
To the extent that this material concerns tax matters, it is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by a taxpayer for the
purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed by law. Each taxpayer should seek independent advice from a tax professional based
on his or her individual circumstances.
These materials are provided for general information and educational purposes based upon publicly available information from sources
believed to be reliable—we cannot assure the accuracy or completeness of these materials. The information in these materials may change
at any time and without notice.
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